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the corresponding encrypted images. It may be also hopeful
that the original content can be recovered without any error
after decryption and retrieve of additional message at receiver
side. That means a reversible data hiding scheme for
encrypted image is desirable [1]. But, in some applications, an
inferior assistant or a channel administrator hopes to append
some additional message, such as the origin information,
image notation or authentication data, within the encrypted
image though he does not know the original image content.
And it is also hopeful that the original content should be
recovered without any error after image decryption and
message extraction at receiver side. A content owner encrypts
the original image using an encryption key, and a data-hider
can embed additional data into the encrypted image using a
data-hiding key though he does not know the original content.
With an encrypted image containing additional data, a
receiver may first decrypt it according to the encryption key,
and then extract the embedded data and recover the original
image according to the data-hiding key. In the scheme, the
data extraction is not separable from the content decryption.
In other words, the additional data must be extracted from the
decrypted image, so that the principal content of original
image is revealed before data extraction, and, if someone has
the data-hiding key but not the encryption key, he cannot
extract any information from the encrypted image containing
additional data.
This paper proposed new scheme of data hiding it is
also known as separable reversible data hiding. Content
owner can encrypt his image before transmission by using
encryption key. And additional data can be added using the
data hiding key. At the receiver side if receiver has only data
hide key, he can only extract the data from image. If receiver
has encryption key then he can decrypt the image. But if
receiver has both, data hiding and encryption key then he can
extract hided data and as well as can recover image [2].

Abstract — For conducting the secure communication data
hiding, the new technique is evolved. Using data hiding
technique one can send the information to the accurate user
without noticing to third person. Data can be hiding using
different cover Medias. Like video, audio or images, text. Here
we take image as a cover media. As Internet based
communications of images gone increase, Encryption of images
has become an important way to protect images especially on the
Internet. If we can use that both techniques at a time then it is
use full to us. This novel system proposed that data hide into the
encrypted image and then at receiver side receiver can get data
or original image.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Military and medical images are media having some
distortion is un-acceptable. Hence for data hiding we have
technique using which we can extract data correctly and after
that original cover content can be perfectly recovered. This
technique also known as reversible data hiding [4]. There are
many reversible techniques such as expansion method and
histogram shift method. Another kind of method makes use of
redundancy in a cover by performing lossless compression to
create a spare space for data embedding [1].
Encryption is well known for privacy protection. For
securely transmission of image content owner encrypt it
before transmit it to other person. In some application
scenarios, an inferior assistant or a channel administrator
hopes to append some additional message, such as the origin
information, image notation or authentication data, within the
encrypted image though he does not know the original image
content. For example, when medical images have been
encrypted for protecting the patient privacy, a database
administrator may aim to embed the personal information into
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Fig 1: Proposed System [1]

II.

Where ri,j,k are determined by an encryption key using a
standard stream cipher. Then, Bi,j,k are concatenated orderly as
the encrypted data. A number of secure stream cipher
methods can be used here to ensure that anyone without the
encryption key, such as a potential attacker or the data hider,
cannot obtain any information about original content from the
encrypted data.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Proposed system has three main phases:
A. Image Encryption
B. Data embedding
C. Data extraction and image recovery
Using encryption key content owner encrypt image. Then data
hider create sparse space for hiding data by replacing least
significant bits (LSB) in encrypt image using data hiding key.
At the receiver side embedded data at sparsed space can
retrieved from encrypted image using data hiding key. As data
hiding affects only on LSB, hence after decryption original
image can be correctly retrieved. When using both of the
encryption and data-hiding keys, the embedded data can be
successfully extracted and the original image can be perfectly
recovered by exploiting the spatial correlation in natural
image. Fig. 2 shows the three cases at the receiver side.

B. Data Embedding [4], [2]
With the encrypted data, although a data-hider does not know
the original image content, he can embed additional message
into the image by modifying a small proportion of encrypted
data. Firstly, the data-hider segments the encrypted image into
a number of non overlapping blocks sized by s×s. In other
words, the encrypted bits bi,j,k satisfying (m -1) + s + 1 ≤ I ≤
m + s, (n - 1) + s + 1 ≤ j ≤ n + s and 0 ≤ k ≤ 7( m and n are
positive integers) are within a same block. Then, each block
will be used to carry one additional bit. For each block,
pseudo-randomly divide the s2 pixels into two sets S0 and S1
according to a data-hiding key. Here, the probability that a
pixel belongs to S0 or S1 is 1/2. If the additional bit to be
embedded is 0, flip the 3 least significant bits (LSB) of each
encrypted pixel in S0,

A. Image Encryption [4], [2]
Assume the original image is in uncompressed format and
each pixel with gray value falling into [0, 255] is represented
by 8 bits. Denote the bits of a pixel as bi,j,0, bi,j,1, ……, bi,j,7
where (i,,j) indicates the pixel position, and the gray value as
pi, j. Thus
bi,j,k = [pi,j/2k] mod 2,
k = 0,1,……7
(1)

B’i,j,k = B’i,j,k’

( i , j) є S0 and = 0, 1, 2

(4)

If the additional bit is 1, flip the 3 encrypted LSB of pixels in
S1,

In encryption phase, the exclusive-or results of the original
bits and pseudo-random bits are calculated.
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B’i,j,k = B’i,j,k’

( i , j) € S1 and k = 0, 1, 2.

The

encrypted

other

data

are

(5)
not

changed.
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Fig 2: Three cases at the receiver side for the proposed separable scheme [2]

C. Data Extraction and Image Recovery [4], [2]
= b’i,j,k k = 0, 1, 2
When having an encrypted image containing embedded data,
a receiver firstly generates ri,j,k according to the encryption
key, and calculates the exclusive-or of the received data ri,j,k
and to decrypt the image. We denote the decrypted bits as.
Clearly, the original five most significant bits (MSB) are
retrieved correctly. For a certain pixel, if the embedded bit in
the block including the pixel is zero and the pixel belongs to
S1, or the embedded bit is 1 and the pixel belongs to S0, the
data-hiding does not affect any encrypted bits of the pixel. So,
the three decrypted LSB must be same as the original LSB,
implying that the decrypted gray value of the pixel is correct.
On the other hand, if the embedded bit in the pixel’s block is
0 and the pixel belongs toS0, or the embedded bit is 1 and the
pixel belongs to S1, the decrypted LSB That

(6)

That means the three decrypted LSB must be different from
the original LSB. In this case:
b’i,j,k + bi,j,k = 1,

k = 0,1,2

So, the sum of decimal values of three decrypted LSB and
three original LSB must be seven. The average energy of
errors between the decrypted and original gray values is

As the probability of incorrect LSB-decryption is 1/2, when
reconstructing an image using the decrypted data, the value of
PSNR in the decrypted image is approximately

Fig 3: (a) Original image
(b) Encrypted version
(c) Encrypted image with message (d) Decrypted image. [3]
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Then, the receiver will extract the embedded bits and recover
the original content from the encrypted image. According to
the data-hiding key, he may segment the decrypted image
into blocks and divide the pixels in each block into two sets
in a same way. For each decrypted block, the receiver flips
all the three LSB of pixels in S0 to form a new block, and
flips all the three LSB of pixels in S1 to form another new
block .We denote the two new blocks as H0 and H1. There
must be that either H0 or H1 is the original block, and another
one is more seriously interfered due to the LSB flip
operation. For the two blocks sized by S×S, define a function
to measure the fluctuation in them and denote the values of
fluctuation function of H0 and H1 as f0 and f1 respectively.
Because of spatial correlation in natural image, the
fluctuation function of original block is generally lower than
that of a seriously interfered version. So, the receiver can
perform data extraction and image recovery by comparing f0
and f1. If f0 <f1, regard H0 as the original content of the block
and let the extracted bit be 0. Otherwise, regard H1 as the
original content of this block and extract a bit 1.
s −1 s −1

pu −1,v + pu ,v −1 + pu +1,v + pu ,v +1

u =2 v = 2
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f = ∑∑ pu ,v −
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When the receiver has both of the keys, he can extract the
additional data and recover the original content without any
error by exploiting the spatial correlation in natural image if
the amount of additional data is not too large. If the lossless
compression method in [6] or [7] is used for the encrypted
image containing embedded data, the additional data can be
still extracted and the original content can be also recovered
since the lossless compression does not change the content of
the encrypted image containing embedded data [2].
However, the lossy compression method in [5] compatible
with encrypted images generated by pixel permutation is not
suitable here since the encryption is performed by bit-XOR
operation [2]. So, in future a complete mixture of image
encryption and data hiding compatible with lossy
compression demands further research.
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